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Traveling-Wave Couplers for Longitudinal
Beam-Type Amplifiers*
ROY W. GOULDt
Summary-The equations governing traveling-wave interaction
between an electron beam and a slow-wave circuit are formulated
in terms of amplitudes of circuit mode and slow and fast space charge
modes. The resulting equations are solved to find expressions for the
matrix which relates the mode amplitudes at the output of the
traveling-wave coupler to the mode amplitudes at the input. The
properties of this matrix are discussed and numerical values given
for Kompfner Dip.
Matrices for velocity jumps and drift regions are also given, and
the characteristics of couplers which are preceded by or followed by
a drift region and velocity jump are discussed.
It is shown that necessary and sufficient conditions for the re-
moval of beam noise from the fast space-charge wave by any lossless
coupler are that, for a circuit input, there be no circuit output
(Ml,= 0) and no slow space-charge wave output (M21= 0).
These results are then applied to the design of fast space-charge
wave couplers for longitudinal beam type parametric amplifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE prospect of obtaining a very significant de-
crease in the noise figure of electron beam type
microwave amplifiers through the use of the para-
metric principle has stimulated considerable work on
beam-type parametric amplifiers. Conventional longi-
tudinal beam amplifiers depend critically on the nega-
tive power flow associated with the slow space-charge
wave, whereas parametric amplifiers can be made to use
the fast space-charge wave which has positive power
flow. The significant distinction to be noted here is that
noise can be completely removed from the fast space-
charge wave whereas noise on the slow space-charge
wave cannot. Parametric amplification in electron
beams has already been analyzed and discussed by
Louisell and Quate,1 and the purpose of this paper is to
describe the properties of a certain class of couplers
which make it possible to couple to the fast space-
charge wave only. While it is also possible to construct
fast-wave couplers usin1g resonant cavities, the possi-
bility of using a traveling-wave interaction immediately
suggests itself as a method with potentially greater
bandwidth.
The simplest coupler of this type, conceptually, is a
large QC traveling-wave structure operated at the
Kompfner Dip.2 When QC is large, coupling to the slow
* Original manuscript received by the IRE, August 25, 1958;
revised manuscript received, December 19, 1958. The research on
microwave electronics was supported by the Office of Naval Research
and the Sperry Rand Corporation.
t California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
1 W. H. Louisell and C. F. Quate, "Parametric amplification of
space-charge waves," PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 707-716; April, 1958.
2 R. Kompfner, "On the operation of the traveling wave tube at
low level," Brit. J. IRE, vol. 10, pp. 283-289; August-September,
1955. See also H. R. Johnson, "Kompfner Dip Conditions," PROC.
IRE, vol. 43, p. 874; July, 1955.
space-charge wave is negligible and an almost complete
interchange of energy takes place between the circuit
and the fast space-charge wave.3 Any circuit input is
transferred almost completely to the fast space-charge
wave and any disturbance on the fast space-charge wave
is transferred almost completely to the circuit. Any noise
or signal on the slow space-charge wave passes through
the interaction region unchanged. Used as an input
coupler, noise would be completely removed from the
fast space-charge wave. As an output coupler it would
not be sensitive to the noise which remains on the slow
space-charge wave. Such a coupler is very attractive,
and it is of interest to inquire whether or not the large
QC restriction is essential.4
We expect that as QC is decreased, coupling to the
slow space-charge wave becomes important and that
the noise may no longer be completely removed from
the fast space-charge wave. The following analysis was
performed in anl attemiipt to answer the following types
of questionis about operation at small anid intermediate
values of QC:
1) How large is the couplinig to the slow space-charge
wave?
2) How much noise remains on the fast space-charge
wave after passing through such a coupler?
3) Does there exist a set of values of b and CN for
which there is no coupling to the slow space-charge
wave?
4) Is it possible, with the aid of velocity junmps and
drift regions, to achieve coupling to the fast wave
onily and removal of the beam noise from the fast
space-charge wave?'
Sinice these questions are couched in terms of mode
amplitudes it was found to be convenient to first formu-
late the equations of traveling-wave interaction in these
terms by introducing a transformation from the physical
variables: circuit voltage, beam current, and beam
velocity to the three mode amplitudes. The result is a
derivation of the coupled mode equations.3'6 When for-
3 R. W. Gould, "A coupled mode description of the backward
wave oscillator and the Kompfner Dip condition," IRE TRANS. ON
ELECTRON DEVICES, vol. ED-2, pp. 37-42; October, 1955.
4 Large QC may be obtained by reducing the helix to beam cou-
pling thus reducing C. For a given beam 4QC3= (wq/w)2 is approxi-
mately constant. Therefore, 4QC-1 /C2.
5 The use of a velocity jump following the helix for this purpose
was suggested by A. Ashkin at the Sixteenth Annual Conf. on Elec-
tron Tube Res., Quebec, Can.; June 25-27, 1958.
6 J. R. Pierce, "Coupling of modes of propagation," J. Appl. Phys.,
vol. 25, pp. 179-183; February, 1954. "The wave picture of micro-
wave tubes," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 33, pp. 1343-1372; November,
1954.
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mulated in this way, Haus and Robinson's7 theory of
linear transducers is immediately applicable.
Il. TRAVELING-WAVE INTERACTION IN TERMS
OF MODE AMPLITUDES
In this section the theory of traveling-wave interac-
tionI is formulated in terlns of the amplitudes of the cir-
cuit wave, slow space-charge wave, anid fast space-
charge wave. The usual small C approxinmationi is made
throughout in order to simplify the results. In terms of
the physical variables: ac beamii velocity, v,; ac beanm-
charge denisity, pi; ac beam-currenit density, i1; ac circuit
voltage. V,; and ac space-charge potenitial, T'78,,; the
liniearized equationis of travelinig-wave initeractioni are:
the electronic equationi of motioni,
a e ajwvl +- (tv1) = - (Vc + V8c),ds m z
the equation of continuity,
is the space-charge wave impedaince of the electron
beam, V1 = -(m/e)uov1 is the kiinetic voltage of the elec-
tron beam and I,-=oi1 is the ac conivectioni currenit in
the electron- beanm. These variables have the property
that their absolute square gives the power flowN, asso-
ciated with that mode (except that a2| ' gives the nega-
tive of the power flow associated writh the slow space-
charge nmode). Uponi substitutinig these niew variables
inlto (1)-(4), performiinlg somne straightforward algebraic
manipulationis, and miiakinig the small C approximation
consistently, we obtaini the equationis for the mode
amplitudes:
(0 + ri)a, ± ita2, +jla= 0(-+
z,
a +jfta Ka3-
-jKal +oz +Je + 3q) a2 = 0
-jKa2 + [ a + AOe- q) a3=n
(1)
(8)
(9)
(10)
il = PoVA+ pitt0, (2)
the equation for the space charge voltage (from Pois-
son's equation)
aV =-_R2 P
(Z2 E1
R = space-charge reduction factor, (3)
and the circuit equation,
a \ K
+ ri Vc = ]1e 2 i' (4)
where rL is the circuit propagationl conistant in the ab-
senice of the beamn. K is the Pierce initeractioni imnpedanice
and o- is the cross-sectionial area of the beam. The upper
sign applies for forward-wave circuits and the lower sign
applies for backward-wave circuits.
Initroducitng the imiode variables defined in the man-
ner suggested by Haus and Robinison,7
a, = circuit mode amplitude
V2K
1
a2 = - (V1 - WA1) slow space-charge
2A\/2 it mode amplitude
a3 = -- (V1 + JJJJ1) fast space-charge
2A/2 W1' mode amplitude
where
W= 2- P
lo X
I H. A. HanLs anid F. N. H. Robinison, "The minimutm noise figure
of microwave beaml amiiplifiers," PROC. IRE, vol. 43, pp. 981-991;
Angtust, 1955.
(5)
(6)
(7)
where
3 /K
K = / 2ft,-
is the couplinig constant between the circuit anid fast
and slow space-charge waves, 3e=w/luo is the electronic
wave number, and q=RRo,/uo is the reduced plasma
wave number. Eqs. (8)-(10) represenit anl extensioni of
Pierce's coupling of modes of propagation theory6 to
coupliing between the three modes of a travelinig-wave
tube, together with anl explicit expressiotn for the COtU-
pling constant. Note that the circuit miiode is coupled
equally to the fast and slow space-charge waves8 and
that the two space-char-ge wvaves are nlot coupled to each
other.
It is conivenieint to extract a phase factor e-JOez from
the definitionis of the imiode amiplitudes by writinig
a,(z) = Ai(z)e-iJ$e (11)
and to express (8), (9), anid (10) in terms of the (liiimeni-
sioi1less travelinig-wave tube variables, b, d, t =(3(Cz,
O3q/l=eC X/4QC, anid K,/(,.C= k:
[-+ jb + d] .l + jkA2 + ikA3 = 0
-jkA +[ +ji/4QC A2 = 0
-jkA I + a - iV4QC] A3 = 0.
(12)
(134)
(1A'
It is of initerest to note that the dimiienisionless couplitng
constanit k is a funictioni of QC onily,
8 The factor j preceding K ill (8)-(10) does not appear in GoLuld,
op. cit. This difference is dtue to the choice of the phases of (at, a2, a-3.
(l31jPl +± = 0,C)3z~
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1k2=
2,\/4QC (15)
or simply
A' = MA (21)
To solve the three simultaneous first order linear equa-
tions, assume that each independent variable has a de-
pendence on t of the form elz. For solutions of this type
the determinant of the resulting algebraic equations
must vanish
(8 + jb + d)(62+ 4QC) ± j = . (16)
where M is a three by three-square matrix, and A' and
A are three-element row and column matrices, re-
spectively. A straight forward application of the solu-
tions (17) to the case of initial conditions A1, A2, and A3
yields the following expressions for the elements of the
M matrix;
1 5',32 + 4QC Si
i1 (61 - bi)(6i- 5)
3l21=1k- jx\/4QCM21 =jik E ( e6it
3 6i +jVQ
M31 = jk Zi - esit
i=l (i - ) (&i - k)
Ml22 = jk2 (bi -jV4QC) (bj + jV4QC)(bk + jV4QC)
i--- (bi j) (Si bk)
3 1
AlI32 = ±kk22 es
i=l (ii - Oi)(6i - Ok)
M33 =-jk22 i + jV4QC)(8j -jV4QC)(8k -j-4-QC)
ii~~~(i- i 6 k
This is the familiar traveling-wave tube characteristic
equation. A general solution may be written as the su-
perposition of the three characteristic waves
3
Ai E Cije5it (17)
j=l
where certain relations exist between the Cij by virtue
of (12)-(14).
Let us apply these solutions to a length I of the travel-
inig-wave section shown in Fig. 1 to find the mode am-
plitudes A,', A2', and A3' at the output of the coupler
wheni the input mode amplitudes are Al, A2, and A3.
Fig. 1-Traveling-wave section.
We know in advance that the outputs are linearly re-
lated to the inputs
A1' = M11A1 + M12A2 + M13A3 (18)
A2' = M21A, + M22A2 + M23A3 (19)
A3' = M3141 + M32A2 + M33A3, (20)
where the subscripts i, j, k, are cyclical permutations of
the integers 1, 2, 3, and =f3eCl. In writing (26) we have
made use of the fact that
(&i + jV4QC)(bj + jV4QC)(Sk + V4QC) = T j (28)
a result which follows from the characteristic (16). We
have not written the expressions for M12, M,3, and M23
since it is possible to show, with the aid of (28), that
M12= +T M21
M13= ± M31
M23 = -M32.
(29)
(30)
(31)
These expressions indicate certain symmetry properties
of the coupler. For example, (29) states that a unit-
amplitude slow wave at the input produces a circuit-
wave amplitude at the output which is equal to (but of
opposite sign in the case of the forward-wave amplifier)
the slow-wave amplitude produced by a unit input to
the circuit. Similarly, (30) states that a unit-amplitude
fast-wave input produces a circuit-wave amplitude at
the output which is equal to the fast-wave amplitude
produced by a unit input to the circuit. Eq. (31) states
that the fast wave produced by a unit slow-wave input
is the negative of the slow wave produced by a unit fast-
wave input.
In addition these matrix elements satisfy certain rela-
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
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tions based oii conservation of energy,7
M+PM = P
MPM+=P
where P is the parity miiatrix of Haus and Robiinson
+
(
O 0)
-1 0 .
O 1J
1.0
(32) IMI
(33) 0.5
1.0 _
IM22I
05
0 2 3 4
(34)
anid ilB+ is the Hermnitiani conijugate of Al. In terms of
the parity matrix the symmetry relationis (29) to (31)
can- be written (PM1P) j= Mu or PAIP-=A where the
tilde inidicates the transpose matrix.
To gaini familiarity with the properties of the travel-
inig-wxave sectioni and to answer the questions posed in
the introduction, expressions for the matrix elemiienits
(22)-(27) have been evaluated using the Datatroni 205
digital computer. A programi Inow exists which evaluates
each of the six mlatrix elements for specified QC, d, b,
and t in about 30 seconds. The behavior for QC= 1,
4, 16 (d=0) has beeni inivestigated by evaluating the
miatrix elements for 0<.<4.75 anid various values of b.
Fig. 2 shows the nmagniitude of the matrix elemiienits as a
fun-ctioni of normiialized lenigth for the cases QC= 1,
b=-2.0718 (solid curve), anid QC=1, b=-1.5000
(dashed curve). Otne mllay also thinik of I111 ,I 11IIII.
anid M311 as the anmplitudes of the circuit wave, slow
and fast space-charge waves, as a funiction of distanice
alonig the coupler, which are produced when a uInit am-
plitude is applied to the circuit. The Kompfnier Dip
conidition (I AMl, = 0) may be seeni in the upper left.
Soin1e general features of large QC operationi are seeni in
Fig. 2: couplin-g betweeni the slow space-charge wave and
either the circuit or the fast space-charge wave is small
(I 3121I and MI311 small), the slow space-charge wave
goes through the coupler nearly unaffected ( M1221 1)
at IKompfn-er Dip, anid almiiost all of the fast-wave inlput
is transferred to the circuit anid very little remaialsO
the beam.
-The plot of | 1121| in Fig. 2 suggests that there might
be values of t and b for which AI21 vaIishes, resultinlg in
no excitatioin of the slow space-charge wave for a circuit
iniput. Additionial calculations mnade to investigate this
point indicate that such values of b atnd t probablv do
nlot exist, although AlI21 canl be made smiiall. It is, of
course, possible to imiake Mli, zero by proper choice of b
anid i, and this is the IKompfnier Dip coniditioni. WA"heni
Al1 is zero, the magnitude of M3,1 is always larger than
the magnitude of A112. This result follows directly fromii
the fact that ac beam power at the output of the coupler
must equal the circuit power at the input. \V\heii
1,131 is greater than M2112 I it is possible, with the prop-
er choice of a velocityjvUp, to completelv remove the
2 3
0 2 3 4
O 2 3 4
05
1 M231
0 2 3 4
0 2 3 4
Fig. 2 Matrix eleiielits for the case QC=1, d=0. Solid cLurves,
b= -2.0718; dashed curves, b -1.5000.
slow space-charge wave from the beamn. This may be
regarded as anl impedanice matching problem.'0. It is also
possible to make M33 equal to zero by the proper choice
of b and t. The values of b anid t which make A1l33 equal
to zero are only slightly differetit fromii those which
make AM, equal to zero.
An alternative method of evaluating the nmatrix ele-
menlts which is more useful for rapid study of the proper-
ties of the coupler was also employed. Eqs. (12)-(14) are
readily solved on an electronic differential analyzer.
Since complex quantities are inivolved, each equation
must be writteni in termls of real anid imuaginiary parts,
resulting in si.x first-order coupled differenitial equationis.
Voltages correspondding to the real anid imaginary parts
of onie of the mlatrix elements are used as x aind y inlputs
to an oscilloscope, giving a direct display of the mnatrix
element in polar form with timiie as the in-idependcletit
variable. Fig. 3 shows such a display, the heavy portiot
of the trace represenitinig the beginninig of the coupler.
The mnagniitude of All becomiies very small at onie poinit
alonig the trace since b is very nearly equal to the value
for IKomipfner Dip. The conistanit b is varied by changinig
two potenitiomiieter settinigs, henice the dip conditionl is
readily found. Because the presentationi of data is direct
andCl rapid, this method is ideally suited for study of the
imiatrix properties.
In a later sectioni it is showin that matrix eleiimenits at
the IKompfner Dip conditioin are of special initerest.
These have been computed for different QC values and
the results are given in Table I. The w%Aay in which cou-
plinig to the slow space charge wTave depenids oni QC imiay
be seeni by examining the columniii -1121.
9111311 will be larger thaii llI1 if 1JIl < 1, or if the traveling-
wave sectioni has no gaiii. This follows from the 1-1 componienit of(32).
10 S. Bloomii anid R. Peter, "A tratisinission line analog of a inodtu-
lated electroni beam",? RCA Rev., vol. 15, pp. 95-112; March, 1954.
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Fig. 3-Matrix elements for the case QC= 1, d=0, b= -2, Ml, (left), -SjM21* (center), -jM31 (right), 7-2 divisions= 1.0.
TABLE I
NIATRIX ELEMENTS AT KOMPFNER Dil (Af. =0)
(Magnitude and Phase Angle)
QC b k121 M23 m2 M3133
0.05 -1.5168 2.0037 1.0936 121.60 1.6205 -131.3° 2.1959 -13.5° 1.4818 -176.2° 1.1959 -69.1°
0.10 -1.5121 2.0367 0.8339 108.0° 1.0859 - 129.4° 1.6954 -39.30 1.3021 - 162.1° 0.6954 -39.6°
0.20 -1.5042 2.1129 0.5839 248.60 0.6761 - 124.6° 1.3409 -78.4° 1.1580 - 139.8° 0.3409 9.1°
0.30 -1.5003 2.2502 0.3816 58.2° 0.4085 -113.8° 1.1456 -124.7° 1.0703 -111.0° 0.1456 77.10
0.40 -1.5046 2.3325 0.3078 43.0° 0.3221 -105.4° 1.0947 - 145.9° 1.0463 -96.5° 0.0947 115.10
0.50 -1.5328 2.5070 0.2047 8.40 0.2090 - 79.90 1.0419 176.90 1.0207 -68.4° 0.0419 - 156.7°
0.60 -1.6253 2.7315 0.1568 -49.0O 0.1587 -26.7° 1.0246 134.40 1.0122 -30.0° 0.0246 -7.70
0.80 -1.8918 2.9611 0.1696 -114.4° 0.1721 39.80 1.0288 69.80 1.0143 35.60 0.0288 -170.2°
1.00 -2.0718 3.0871 0.1339 -156.1° 0.1351 78.20 1.0179 17.70 1.0089 84.40 0.0179 -41.3°
1.20 -2.2333 3.2678 0.0983 139.70 0.0883 139.20 1.0097 -40.3° 1.0048 139.20 0.0097 138.60
1.40 -2.4152 3.4206 0.1016 79.90 0.1021 -160.7° 1.0103 -95.1° 1.0051 -165.8° 0.0103 -46.4°
1.60 -2.5763 3.5131 0.0958 40.40 0.0962 -121.8° 1.0092 -141.3° 1.0046 - 120.1° 0.0092 7.80
1.80 -2.7164 3.6131 0.0786 -3.9° 0.0788 -79.1° 1.0062 171.80 1.0031 62.70 0.0062 -150.0°
2.00 -2.8562 3.7327 0.0701 -60.7° 0.0703 -23.0° 1.0049 121.80 1.0025 -25.5o 0.0049 12.20
III. VELOCITY JUMPS, DRIFT SPACES, AND
COMPOSITE SECTIONS
Since traveling-wave couplers will be used in con-
junction with drift spaces and velocity jumps the ma-
trices describing the latter are also presented here. In a
drifting beam the phases of the fast and slow space-
charge waves are delayed by (O.-Oq)l and (+OI3)l re-
spectively if I is the drift distance. The amplitudes are
unchanged. If we suppress the common phase delay
0,l and define 08=1, the drift space equations are
A2' = A2e-ie
A ,' = A 3e+io.
(35)
(36)
Although the circuit amplitude is not involved here it is
convenient for matrix multiplication to use a three-by-
three matrix and introduce the additional relation for
the circuit amplitude A,'=Al. The matrix appropriate
to a drift region is then
1 0 0 )
M= 0 e-e 0
0 0 eve
0 = #I,. (37)
The equations describing a velocity jump are ob-
tained by noting that in a velocity jump the kinetic
voltage VI and ac beam current II are invariant in an
abrupt jump.'0 Using relations (6) and (7) the invariant
principle is expressed
(A2' + A3')x/W' = (A2 + A3)V/W (38)
(-A2' + A3')/V\W' = (-A2 + A3)/v\W (39)
where the primed symbols refer to quantities after the
jump and unprimed symbols refer to quantities before
the jump. Solving for the matrix elements
M22 = M32==-(I W
M23
= M32= 12- 1 WW' v~Wv .
(40)
(41)
To complete the matrix we again assume that A1'=Al,
hence M,, = 1 and M,2= M2A1 = M13= 33, =0. Thus the
matrix for a velocity jump is
1 0 0
a2+1<I 2 I
M= 0
2a 2a
a2 -1 a2 + 1
0
2a 2a
a = /1/ - (42)
It is of interest to note that the matrix for a jump from
impedance W to impedance W' is the same as the matrix
for a jump from W' to W except for a change in sign of
the off-diagonal elements.
The matrix which describes a composite section con-
sisting of cascaded individual sections of these types can
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be written as the product of the matrices describing the
iindividual sections. For example, a traveling-wave sec-
tionl (matrix M) followed by a drift region (matrix M')
followed by a velocity jump (mnatrix M") has the prop-
erties given by the resultanit matrix
MA" M' M.
From (55) and (56), or fromn (51) anid (53), or fromn (52)
and (54), it is seein that
IM13I 2 = Al221 2 (5 7)
Fromii (57) we may wrrite
M113 -ty-W-'-(43) AI.)= ye-Jq (58)
IV. FAST SPACE-CHARGE WAVE COUPLERS
We n0ow apply the precedinig results to synthesize
fast wave couplers for longitudinial beam-type para-
metriG amplifiers. First, conisider the iniput coupler. The
input coupler should perform two functions, 1) remove
the noise from the fast space-charge wave, 2) place the
input signal on1 the beamn in the formii of a fast space-
charge wave as effectively as possible. If we describe the
comiiposite coupler by the matrix M (in geineral it will
conisist of a number of cascaded elemiienitary sectionis),
the first requirement cani be stated
M32 = lM33 0, (44)
i.e. there should be no nioise output on the fast space-
charge wave due to noise inlputs oni either the fast or
slow space-charge waves. Assume that such a coupler
can be constructed and consider the restrictions im-
posed by the assunmption that the coupler is lossless
[(32) and (33) ]. The 33 componient of (33)
M31A31* - M32M32* + M33M33* = 1
together with1 (44) shows that
Al311 = 1.
The 32 component of (33)
M3-121*- A32AI22* + M33AM23* = 0
and the remiaininlg relations (51) throLug,h (56) will be
satisfied if
Al12 = +/e'-Ie-t A'i23 = +/y le- (59)
provided that y2> 1. The resultant imiatrix is
I0
Al = O
( e-iol
\/,y - le- J2 ye- J03
ye-iO) -y- le-!',
0
(60)
0
and there are four remainiing variables y, 01, 02, and 03.
It has been shown that M11= M21 =0 is a niecessary
condition for the complete removal of beam noise from
the fast space-charge wave. In a similar way it can be
shown that if M, =Ml21 =0, then M32 and M33 are also
zero. Thus the condition Mn,= M21 = 0 is also sufficient.11
(45)
A2
_
A3
(46)
Kompf nor Dip
TW Section W W'
I'3JJJJ
Fig. 4 Iputt couLpler coI-nsistinlg of Kompfner Dip travelinig-
wave sectioni, drift regioni, and velocity jump.
together with (44) anid (46) show thatt
A121 0. (48)
The 31 comiiponien-t of (33)
M31M11* - M31*- M33M3* = 0 (49)
together with (44) anid (46) show that
Al11 = 0. (50)
We conclude theni that an input on the circuit nmust pro-
duce nio output oni the circuit and no output on the slow^
space-charge wave. The input signial is transferred comil-
pletely to the fast space-charge wave. Thus the seconid
requirem-ient of the coupler is automatically satisfied.
The remainder of the restrictions imposed by. (32) anid
(33) are
(MA22 2 12Al3| 2- 1 (51)
-|fA12I + Al13 2 = 1 (52)|1 1322 M23 2 = 1 (53)
-|1M127| "+ |M!, 2 = 1 (54)
Ml2 1112*= A23A1I3* (55)
AI2111 13* = Al23*M22. (56)
A coupler which has these properties cani be coni-
structed usinig a travelinig-wave section in conijunictioii
with velocity juimps atnd drift regions. Since Ml, is to
be zero the traveling-wave section must be operated at
Kompfner Dip. Under this conditioin the fast-wave
modulation of the beam is greater than the slow-wave
modulation, henice it is possible to completely remove
the slow wave with ani appropriate velocity jump fol-
lowinig the travelinig-wave section. The physical coii-
figuration of the coupler is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
matrix elemlent coninectinig the circuit inlput to the slowv-
wave output of such a comIIposite coupler is, usling the
results of the previous sectioni,
a' + 1
M21 =--
2a
o: - t
e -511 l' +
2a
where a2 =T/V W' is the ratio of the beam imnpedanice Til
before the velocity jUMp to the beam illpedallce IV'
1 It is of interest to niote that these samiie geiieral argUments also
applv to lossless cavity couLplers if onie lets Al and Al' refer to the inici-
dent and reflected waves, respectively, oni the tranisullissiotn line lead-ing to the cavity sx stem. For a cavitv system to be collsidere(l as
lossless, the energy dissipated in the cavitv mulst be small compared
to the power tranisferrecl to the bealmi.
-j A ,: , P. ,. ...,r. . P. p. . A,_
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after the jump, and M21' and M31' are matrix elements of
the traveling-wave section alone. This may be made
zero with either of two choices
1 M21'0=-arg , +
2 Al31'
1 M21'
0 =- arg , +
2 M31'
fl'r,
M21'
W M31/
= - (62)
1 + M31I3
+M21'l
I1\IW + M31/I
(n +-)ir, _ = 1 ,(63)
M31'
where 0 is the length of the drift region, and WIW' is the
ratio of the beam impedance before the jump to the
beam impedance after the jump. The first choice corre-
sponds to a jump to higher velocity and the second to a
jump to lower velocity. The velocity jump locations for
the two cases differ by a quarter space-charge wave-
leiigth. The magnitude and location of a jump to a
higher velocity which makes 121 =0 is shown in Figs. 5
and 6. This coupler transfers the entire input signial to
the fast space-charge wave and removes all beam noise
from the fast space-charge wave. Its matrix has the
same form as (60), where
y = A13'1 = I M31'
03 = arg M13'
02 = arg M12', (64)
and M13' and I12' are elemlenits of the traveling-wave
matrix given in Table I. Furthermore by preceding the
traveling-wave section by drift regions and velocity
jumps it is possible to obtain other values of 'y, 02, and
03 without affectinig the fundamental properties of the
coupler expressed by (44), (48), and (50).
The requirements on the output coupler of a para-
metric amplifier are different from those of the input
coupler. First, the output coupler should not be sensitive
to a slow-wave input since the slow wave may be noisy
(although the slow-wave noise will not be amplified if
the pump is in the form of a pure fast wave), or
M12= 0. (65)
Furthermore, the coupling to the fast wave (MI3)
should be maximized. The 11 componenit of (33) can be
written
M13 '2 = I- M I,1I 2 + M12 2.
w
wg
0 2
QC
Fig. 5-Magnitude of impedance change requiired in velocity jump
of the coupler illuistrated in Fig. 5 in order for nio couipling to
the slow space-charge wave to occur (M21=0).
e
1 2
QC
Fig. 6-Position of velocity jump of the coupler illustrated in
Fig. 5 in order for no couipling to the slow space-charge wave to
occuir (I,21 =0)-
M23 and M33 are zero. It is possible to satisfy (65) by
precedinig the traveling-wave section by a velocity jump
and drift region. The 12 matrix element of the composite
coupler is
a2+ 1 <X2-1
M12 = M12'e-il I+ Ml3'eil --,
2a 2a (68)
where a2 = W'/W iS the ratio of the beam impedance
before the velocity jump to the beam impedance after
the velocity jump,'2 and M12' and M13' are matrix ele-
ments of the traveling-wave section alone. This relation
is similar to (61) which applies to the input coupler. By
virtue of (29) and (30)
(66)
From this relation it is seeni that the coupliing to the fast
wave is maximized when
Ml, = 0 (67)
or when the traveling-wave sectioni is operated at
Komipfnier Dip. When (65) and (67) are satisfied the
eniergy coniservation relationis can be used to show that
Al21' (69)
It is possible to miiake M112 equal to zero in either of two
ways:
12 Note W' niow refers to the beam impedance before the velocityju-mp and W refers to the beam impedance after the velocity juimp.
This is opposite from the convention of Section- III.
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1 M21'
=- arg ±+ nr
2 M31'
0 = - arg , + n +- r
w
'
M211
M2131
21421'
1 +
23113
(70)
-4121f
- *____ (71 )
M231'
A, _...
A2
A,
IKompfner Dip
'W JW Section
nW - _
,.;.. .:... :.
.1 ,, . I
.AIl
I ~ XXXi
-~--- a
A'
A2
A3
Fig. 7-OLitput cotipler conisistitig of velocity jutmp, drift region,
and Kompfiner Dip traveling-wave section.
As Kompfner Dip r Al
W' W TW Section W WI
.... rp .r a r-A P_. A-A22 r
Eqs. (70) and (71) are identical with (63) anid (62).
Thus the results shown in Figs. 5 anid 6 are also appli-
cable to the output coupler. In other words, the drift
length which is required between the traveling-wave
section and a velocity jump, ini which the beamii imiiped-
ance is increased in order to make M1l:=0, is the samiie
as that required between the traveling-wave sectioni
and the velocity jump in which the beamii impedanice is
decreased in order to imiake M\21=0. The resultinllg couL-
pler is depicted in Fig. 7.
Similar arguments can be applied to synithesize a
pumilp coupler, although the bandwidth afforded by a
traveling-wave coupler is Inot required. The require-
ments for a punmp coupler are 1) to produce nio slow
wave imodulationi (3l12 = 0), and 2) to miiaximize the
fast-wave mlodulatioIi (nmaximize Al131). The latter coni-
ditioni is achieved by takinig MIu =0. Thus the punmp
coupler is electrically idenitical with the iniput coupler
(although it operates at a differenit frequency).
Finally we conisider the symimetric coupler showni in
Fig. 8. The travelinig-wave sectioni is preceded by a ve-
locity junmp from inmpedanice WF' to impedanice IF' and a
drift region of lenigth 0. It is followed by a drift regioni
of lenigth 0 ancd a velocity juimp back to the originial im-
pedance WV'. It is readilv verified that this composite
coupler has the followNing symmiiietry
A12= + l1
A1113 = M31
M23 = - 132
which is the symmetry of the traveling-wave coupler
alone. Furthermore by choosing the locationi and mag-
nitude of the velocitNr jump in the mainner already de-
scribed (Figs. 5 and 6), it is possible to conistruct a kind
of ideal coupler, whose matrix is
A3 I -A;
Fig. 8--Ideal couLpler consistinig of velocity jUmip, drift region,
IKonipfnier Dip traveling-wave sectioti, drift region, anid velocity
j LiIp.
tranisfer of energy from the circuit wave to the fast
space charge wave aiid vice versat.
V. DIsCt SSION
The theory of longitudinal-beami traveli ig-,ave
couplers has been cleveloped atid applied to the design
of couplers for parametric amplifiers. For any QC value
a coupler canl be conistructed which couples only to the
fast space-charge wave anid, furthermore, this same
coupler also remloves the beanm tnoise fromii the fast
space-charge w-ave. This coupler conlsists of a travelitng-
wave sectioni, drift regiotn, anid velocity juminp. For cer-
taimi QC values the velocitv juimp can be placed very
close to the traveling-wave section, makinig a very cotim-
pact coupler. Simlilarly, ani output coupler which is seim-
sitive only; to the fast space-charge wave of the beani call
be miade by preceding a traveling-wave sectioni with a
velocity jUllp.
Results for the traveling-wave sectioni by itself (Table
I) indicate that the couplinig to the slow space-charge
wave is down 20 db or more at Kompfner Dip for
QC> 1.2 (I M1n2 <.10) and that beanm noise is reduced by
a similar amiiount ( 11132 <.1, I3 <.01) uder these
same coniditions. Wheni used with a low nioise electront
gun this less perfect but inherenitly simnpler type of
coupler also appears very attractive.
Finally, it should be poinited out that the presence of
the puimp signial oni the beam may modify these results
slightly. Locatinig the in1pLut coupler before the pumiip
coupler will eliminiate any possible effect in the input
coupler where nioise is elimiiinated from the fast wave.
f 0 0 e- I3)
M= I 0 ei2 0
te-jOt 0 0 J
The slow space-charge wave passes through the cou-
pler with onily a shift in phase, and there is a complete
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